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Medieval and later Pottery and Ceramic Building Material 
from Much Cowarne, Herefordshire

Alan Vince and Kate Steane

A small collection of pottery, fired clay and ceramic building material from excavations at 

Much Cowarne, Herefordshire, was submitted for identification. Some of the submitted finds 

were identified as being of Iron Age and Roman dates and are reported on elsewhere. The 

remainder consisted of medieval and post-medieval pottery, undatable fired clay and 

medieval, post-medieval and modern ceramic building material.

These post-Roman finds include no sherds which could be earlier than the later 12
th

century 

and even these earliest medieval sherds are most likely of early to mid 13
th
-century date. 

The collection then includes finds spanning the later 13
th

to the 19
th

or 20
th

centuries.

Description

Ceramic Building Material

Fabrics

The ceramic building material is almost all extremely fragmentary and abraded. However, 

the majority of it can be assigned to two fabrics: Hereford B4 and Hereford A10. 

Fabric B4 ({Vince 1998 #16}) was produced in the Malvern Chase, from the later 13
th

to the 

mid 16
th

centuries but is likely in this case to date to the later 14
th

to 16
th

centuries. Four 

fragments were identified in total, with a mean fragment weight of 2.75gm. 

Fabric A10 ({Vince 1998 #16}) was produced widely in central and southern Herefordshire 

and contains abundant quartz and muscovite of silt size and few larger inclusions. A number 

of the Much Cowarne fragments contain rounded clay pellets, also with a high silt content, 

and this subfabric is less common. 29 fragments were identified in total, with a mean 

fragment weight of 9.65gm. 

Forms

Two forms were recognised in the ceramic building material collection: ridge tiles and bricks. 

In neither case were any typological features or measurable dimensions present.  Ridge tiles 

were used in Herefordshire from the early 13
th

century onwards but flat roof tiles were only 

introduced in the later 16
th

century, and only became common in the 17
th

century. Bricks 

also only came into common use in the county in the second half of the 16
th

century, 

although thin bricks were produced at Malvern Chase in the early 16
th

century and were 

traded widely in Herefordshire, prior to the inception of local brickmaking industries. 
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Clay tobacco pipes

Six fragments of clay tobacco pipe stem and eight bowls were recovered. The stems all 

have bore diameters which suggest a date in the early to mid 17
th

century and the bowls, 

five of which are  heeled, and one probably spurred. They are all of mid 17
th
-century form 

(c.1640-60). One of the heeled bowls is stamped with a leaf-shaped symbol. These pipes 

should be submitted to Dr A Peacey for detailed comparison with those from Hereford and 

the Pipe Aston industry.

Fired clay

A small collection of daub fragments was recovered from Tr. 1 context 103. The fabric of the 

clay indicates that they were made from silty Devonian marl, which occurs widely in 

Herefordshire. One of the fragments is black and has possible trace of a wattle impression.

Glass

A single rim and upper body from a dark green bottle was recovered. The vessel has a flat, 

flanged rim and sharp shoulder and is comparable in form to mid/late 17
th
-century case 

bottles, which have a square sectioned body and were made to be packed together in a 

wooden or leather case. This example, however, shows no evidence for a square body. The 

vessel probably post-dates the production of glass at St Weonards and Newent and may be 

a product of a factory in the Severn valley. Kilns producing dark green bottles which were 

operating at Gloucester and Newnham on Severn.

Pottery

Medieval to Post-medieval

The earliest pottery from these trenches can be dated to the early 13
th

century. It consists of 

sherds of handmade jars (cooking pots) and a tripod pitcher made in three fabrics: Hereford 

A2; Hereford B1 and Hereford B3. All three fabrics were introduced during the later 12
th

century but the form of two rims in fabric B1 suggest a slightly later date. 

Pottery which can be positively dated to the mid 13
th

to mid 14
th
-century pottery is absent.

The next phase which may be represented in the pottery collection consists of sherds of 

Hereford B4 jugs (and one probable fragment of dripping dish) which might date to the late 

medieval period (i.e. late 14
th

to early 15
th

century). However, all of these sherds could 

actually date to the later 15
th

or early 16
th

centuries. 

There is a small quantity of pottery which definitely dates to the early to mid 16
th

century. It 

consists of four Hereford B4 vessels (three jars and a pancheon or conical bowl) and three 

sherds of Cistercian ware cups. The latter were probably made outside of Herefordshire and 
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traded into the county in the period before the emergence of local production of these 

vessels, in the late 16
th

century. 

A small quantity of pottery of later 16
th

or early to mid 17
th
-century date was present. It 

consists mostly of locally-produced wares in Hereford fabric A7d. These include sherds from 

lead-glazed jugs, black-glazed jugs, pancheons and jars. A single sherd of a late Malvern 

Chase pancheon, in Hereford Fabric B5, was also present. Two sherds from a single glazed 

red earthenware vessel which could not be assigned to a Hereford Fabric type were present.

The fabric contains marl and red clay pellets and abundant quartz sand, some grains of 

which are rounded. A source in the Severn Valley, utilising weathered Mercian Mudstone, is 

likely but the fabric and manufacture clearly indicate that the vessel is not a Malvern Chase 

product. 

Thirteen sherds were datable to the later 17
th

century or later and three to the early 18
th

century or later. All of these are of Staffordshire type except for a sherd of Nottingham 

stoneware. They mainly consist of wheelthrown dishes and pancheons with internal white 

slipping, or slip trailed decoration. These forms were being produced fairly locally, at Newent 

Glasshouse, from the 1670s to the mid 18
th

century but their presence in Staffordshire 

fabrics at Much Coward suggests that the market for Newent products did not extend this 

far. 

Finally, four small, frost-shattered sherds of late 18
th
-century or 19

th
-century date were 

recovered. Two are of Creamware and two of Pearlware. 
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